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Abstract Drift-feeding fish are challenged to discriminate
between prey and similar-sized particles of debris, which
are ubiquitous even in clear-water streams. Spending time
and energy pursuing debris mistaken as prey could affect
fish growth and the fitness potential of different foraging
strategies. Our goal was to determine the extent to which
debris influences drift-feeding fish in clear water under
low-flow conditions when the distracting effect of debris
should be at a minimum. We used high-definition video to
measure the reactions of drift-feeding juvenile Chinook
salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) to natural debris
and prey in situ in the Chena River, Alaska. Among all
potential food items fish pursued, 52 % were captured and
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quickly expelled from the mouth, 39 % were visually
inspected but not captured, and only 9 % were ingested.
Foraging attempt rate was only moderately correlated with
ingestion rate (Kendall’s τ=0.55), raising concerns about
the common use of foraging attempts as a presumed index
of foraging success. The total time fish spent handling
debris increased linearly with foraging attempt rate and
ranged between 4 and 25 % of total foraging time among
observed groups. Our results help motivate a revised theoretical view of drift feeding that emphasizes prey detection
and discrimination, incorporating ideas from signal detection theory and the study of visual attention in cognitive
ecology. We discuss how these ideas could lead to better
explanations and predictions of the spatial behavior, prey
selection, and energy intake of drift-feeding fish.
Keywords Drift feeding . Debris . Foraging theory .
Chinook salmon . Stream . Prey detection . Signal
detection

Introduction
Drift feeding is a foraging tactic used by many fishes in
flowing water, in which they hold a steady upstreamfacing position and visually search for drifting prey to
intercept (Jenkins 1969). Visual searches in general are
hindered by the presence of abundant non-target objects
that resemble targets (Palmer 1995), so drift feeding by
fish may be hindered by fine particles of leaf litter, insect
exuviae, and other inedible debris that can resemble
prey. Under certain light conditions, underwater video
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captures the remarkable visual prominence of debris,
even in water that appears extremely clear (Fig. 1 and
Online Resource 1). It seems challenging for driftfeeding fish to locate viable prey amidst this dynamic
field of distracting debris in the brief moment before it
passes their position. However, the effects of debris
have received little attention in the voluminous
literature on prey detection and the energy budgets
of drift-feeding fish.
Only one study to date has measured how debris affects
drift-feeding behavior. In an artificial stream, adult Arctic
grayling (Thymallus arcticus) reacted to prey at shorter
distances and narrower angles in the presence of debris
compared with prey-only controls (O'Brien and Showalter
1993). Just as fish may overlook distant prey in the presence of debris, they may also commit the opposite error—
mistaking debris for prey and spending time and energy
pursuing it. Many researchers have noted the occurrence
of unsuccessful foraging attempts in which drift-feeding
fish either captured and expelled inedible items or investigated items they did not attempt to capture (e.g. Irvine
and Northcote 1982; Bachman 1984; McNicol et al. 1985;
Kiflawi and Genin 1997). However, the frequency of
unsuccessful foraging attempts has not been reported, so
we do not yet understand their energetic costs or implications for drift-feeding theory.
Hypotheses about the effects of debris on drift-feeding
fish may be informed by two studies of recently emerged
age-0 brook trout (Salvelinus fontinalis) in still water. In a
lake, age-0 brook trout ingested only 46 % of items they
captured (Biro et al. 1996). In still pools along the margins
of streams, age-0 brook trout ingested 80 % of items they
captured, but they had captured only 54 % of the items
they attacked (McLaughlin et al. 2000). Foraging attempt
rate (McLaughlin et al. 2000) and capture rate (Biro et al.
1996) were only moderate predictors of the rate at which
real prey were ingested, casting doubt on the reliability of
foraging attempt rate as a commonly used index of foraging success. Fish in flowing water might have to contend with much more mid-water debris than fish in still
water, because particles in streams are easily re-suspended
by turbulence and can travel hundreds of meters before
settling (Webster et al. 1999). Because of this debris
density, and the difficulty of discriminating among objects
moving at high speed, we anticipate that drift-feeding fish
pursue and reject far more mid-water debris than their
still-water counterparts.
Visually or physically reacting to debris might affect
the profitability of different foraging strategies, creating
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behavioral tradeoffs. An overly discriminating fish
might fail to react to actual prey, while an overly aggressive one might waste too much time pursuing debris. All else being equal, a fish feeding in swift current
encounters more prey than it would in slow current, but
it has less time to distinguish prey from debris, creating
a speed-accuracy tradeoff (Abbott and Sherratt 2013).
Further tradeoffs might arise from the constraint that
animals have limited visual attention—the cognitive
mechanism that “turns looking into seeing” (Carrasco
2011). Selectively allocating attention among different
prey types or different regions of the visual field might
improve a fish’s ability to discriminate between debris
and prey, but only for the selected prey types or visual
angles. When discrimination is difficult, attention
tradeoffs can lead to search image formation (Dukas
and Kamil 2001), which might explain why driftfeeding salmonids often temporarily specialize on a
single prey type, even when many others are available
(Allen 1941; Bryan and Larkin 1972; Bisson 1978;
Ringler 1979; Ringler 1985).
Mechanistic models that simulate drift-feeding processes (e.g., Hughes and Dill 1990; Dunbrack 1992; Kiflawi
and Genin 1997; Guensch et al. 2001) might benefit from
incorporating debris-related tradeoffs. Such models have
diverse applications including predicting habitat quality
(Nislow et al. 2000; Jenkins and Keeley 2010), microhabitat selection (Guensch et al. 2001; Grossman et al. 2002;
Hayes et al. 2007), prey selection (Grant and Noakes 1986;
Hughes et al. 2003), and growth (Fausch 1984; Hayes et al.
2000). Foraging models are frequently important components of broader, individual-based models that simulate the
population-level consequences of mechanisms that act on
individuals (Van Winkle et al. 1998; Gowan and Fausch
2002; Harvey and Railsback 2007). Drift-feeding model
predictions can depend on the time and energy fish spend
pursuing and manipulating prey, but current models do not
include the analogous costs of handling debris.
Current mechanistic drift-feeding models also disregard
the potential for debris to hinder prey detection by
attention-limited fish. Incorporating this effect might resolve a long-recognized problem with one of the models’
key functions: predicting the distance at which fish react to
prey. Visual acuity alone does not fully determine reaction
distance, because reaction distance decreases as current
velocity increases under otherwise identical visual conditions (Hill and Grossman 1993; O'Brien and Showalter
1993; Piccolo et al. 2008a). Mechanistic drift-feeding
models capture this dependence on water velocity by using
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rigid geometric assumptions (Hughes and Dill 1990) that
consistently fail observational tests (Hughes et al. 2003).
An alternative explanation for the velocity relationship is
that fish with finite visual attention can only productively
search and discriminate prey from debris within a limited
volume of water per unit time, so fish in swifter current
must focus on a smaller region to maintain their ability to
detect prey (Dukas 2002). This idea represents a crucial
shift in perspective, viewing not only physical but also
cognitive constraints as key determinants of the behavior
and success of drift-feeding fish. However, we lack quantitative data regarding whether wild, drift-feeding fish react
to debris to an extent that warrants such a fundamental
change in our mechanistic understanding.
To measure the influence of debris on drift-feeding fish
under low-flow conditions, we observed the reactions of
juvenile Chinoook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) to
natural prey and debris in the main channel of a mid-order
clear-water stream. We sought to 1) measure how many
foraging attempts were directed at debris versus prey, 2)
measure the spatial and temporal characteristics of these
attempts to assess their relevance to foraging models, 3)
determine whether foraging attempt rate predicts ingestion
rate, and 4) measure the variation in these responses within
and among groups of fish under different conditions. The
first and third objectives partly mirror Biro et al. (1996) and
McLaughlin et al. (2000), but differ in our focus on a
different species, exhibiting a different type of feeding
behavior, in flowing instead of still water, and over a longer
period of time. We discuss what our findings imply about
the interpretation of drift-feeding behavior, and we outline
some ways drift-feeding theory might be improved
by incorporating the tradeoffs involved in detecting
prey amidst debris under the constraint of limited
visual attention.

Materials and methods
Study system
The Chena River is a clear-water, 5th-order tributary of
the Tanana River in the Yukon River drainage in central
Alaska. We observed fish in 2009 and 2010 in a reach
from 100 to 160 km upstream from the confluence of the
Chena with the Tanana. Median discharge in this reach
from June through September was 25 m3 /s (calculated
using 1968 to 2011 data from USGS hydrograph
#15493000 near Two Rivers, AK). Drift nets samples
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collected from this reach contained an amount of debris
similar to that observed in many other clear-water
streams throughout Alaska and the Pacific northwest
(M. Wipfli, personal observation), suggesting that the
Chena is representative of “typical” debris conditions.
Most prey-sized debris particles were fragments of plant
matter in varied shapes and shades of brown. A much
smaller but substantial portion consisted of insect exuviae, noteworthy for their resemblance to the insects that
shed them.
The stream-type Chinook salmon in the Chena
emerge from the gravel in late May and early June, feed
all summer and overwinter in the river system, and then
migrate downstream to the Bering Sea the following
spring. In this river, their diverse diet of aquatic and
terrestrial invertebrates is dominated by the aquatic families Chironomidae (Diptera), Chloroperlidae
(Plecoptera), and Baetidae (Ephemeroptera) in the
1- to 5-mm length range, although many other taxa are
locally important at times (Gutierrez 2011).
We chose specific observation sites within our study
reach by locating schools of foraging juvenile Chinook
salmon in positions amenable to capturing video footage
with enough detail to discern foraging attempt outcomes. Visual criteria included the uniformity and
brightness of lighting, proximity of fish to a possible
camera mounting point, and field-of-view. We chose
schools of fish associated with well-defined structures
along the margins of the river, such as root wads or gaps
inside logjams, because such schools reliably returned
to their positions after we disturbed them by placing the
cameras. The depths at all observations sites were much
greater than the prey reaction distances of fish, so depth
did not constrain prey captures. All recordings were
made in low flow conditions (below median summer
flow) when water was clear (Fig. 1a). Within these
practical constraints, we chose sites and times to represent a broad range of water depths, current velocities,
water temperatures, and dates (Table 1). Each sampling
date represents observations of a single group of fish.
Video recording and processing
We recorded schools of drift-feeding fish at close range
(0.2 to 2 m) using a stationary stereo pair of Sony® HDRSR12 high-definition digital video cameras inside Ikelite®
#6038.94 underwater housings with Zen Underwater®
WAVP-80 wide-angle dome ports. Videos were analyzed
using VidSync software (http://vidsync.sourceforge.net),
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Fig. 1 Videotaping fish amidst debris in clear water. a The 0.7-m
deep water appears crystal clear from above; however, b it carries
numerous fine debris particles, evident in comparison to c a

Table 1 Environmental conditions at five sites observed on
separate dates

Jun 11

Jun 28

Jul 9

Aug 14

Sep 15

Year

2009

2010

2010

2009

2010

Time of day

7:05 pm

11:07 am

11:11 am

1:13 pm

12:52 pm

Water temperature (°C)

12.1

9.6

Unavailable

9.0

6.1

Stream discharge (m /s)

21.5

12.3

13.6

11.5

20.7

Water velocity (m/s)

0.04

0.15

0.06

0.07

0.10

Water depth (m)

0.25

0.42

0.37

0.46

0.53

a

a

The daily median June-September discharge is 25 m3/s

version of the same image with the debris removed by averaging
several video frames

3
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which allows calculating 3-dimensional (3-D) positions
from multiple camera views with sub-millimeter precision,
organizing measurements according to object (e.g., individual fish) and measurement type (e.g., a foraging attempt
or a fish fork length), coding of measurements (e.g.,
foraging attempt outcomes), and fine-scale playback control with a magnified preview of an area of interest
(Neuswanger J, Wipfli MS, Rosenberger AE and
Hughes NF, Measuring fish and their habitats:
Versatile 2-D and 3-D video techniques with userfriendly software (in preparation)). Despite cautious site
selection and high quality cameras, many videos did not
capture the fine detail necessary to discern the outcomes
of most foraging attempts; therefore, we analyzed only
the nearest several (five to twelve) fish to the cameras
in each of the five best recordings, totaling 35 individual fish (see Online Resource 2 for short clips from
each recording). These videos were representative of
typical behavior observed qualitatively under a wider
range of conditions.
In each video selected for analysis, a starting time
was chosen at least ten minutes after the last visible
disturbance associated with camera placement, by
which time the fish had resumed pre-disturbance position and behavior for several minutes. A subject fish was
chosen and its activity recorded until at least 25 foraging
attempts were measured, or until it swam off-screen
permanently. Some fish that swam off-screen returned
later and were identified by their parr marks, in which
case analysis continued and the missed time was noted.
Each fish’s length was measured as the distance between
the tip of its upper jaw and the fork of its tail when its
body was nearly straight. Rates (e.g., foraging attempts
per minute) were calculated based on the amount of time
each fish was observed on screen. In addition to fish
data, we calculated a mean water velocity vector for the
foraging area by averaging the trajectories of 10 natural
debris particles.
To gauge the potential effects of competition on
debris reactions, we calculated nearest-neighbor distances for all visible fish in each school we analyzed.
These were the 3-D Euclidean distances from the tip of
the snout of each fish to that of its nearest neighbor.
Nearest-neighbor distances were calculated from video
frames at five-minute intervals throughout an approximately 90-min period. These calculations included,
but were not limited to, the specific individuals
and time ranges for which detailed foraging records were obtained.
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Classifying foraging attempt outcomes
We classified all foraging attempts with discernable
outcomes into three mutually exclusive categories: 1)
“inspections,” in which fish moved to investigate items
but did not capture them; 2) “expulsions,” in which fish
captured and then expelled items from their mouths
(colloquially, “spit them out”); and 3) “ingestions,” in
which fish captured items they did not appear to expel.
See Online Resource 3 for video examples. Inspections
and expulsions were both types of “rejections,” and
expulsions and ingestions were both types of “captures.”
Rejected items were assumed to be debris, although a
few might be unpalatable prey. Any foraging maneuver
culminating in the fish widely opening its mouth was
assumed to be a capture, because we observed no evidence of misses or evasive prey. When a foraging attempt’s outcome could not be discerned, it was classified as “unclear,” and was used for spatiotemporal and
rate analyses (e.g., foraging attempts per second) but not
for analyses of outcomes. Observational ambiguity
persisted in some of the attempts we deemed discernable, which motivated the development of detailed classification conventions designed to err (when unavoidable) toward conservatively estimating the fish’s time,
energy, and attentive involvement with debris.
Inspections
Fish made a range of motions that did not culminate in
opening their mouths to capture drifting items. Motions
were classified as inspections of potential prey if they
began and ended with sudden changes of body orientation or if the particles of interest were clearly visible.
These stringent criteria were necessary to avoid
counting both brief and extended motions made for
other reasons. However, some confirmed captures
would not have met these criteria, so it is likely that
inspections were undercounted and our numbers represent only the most unambiguously observable portion of
a continuum of debris-related distractions ranging from
quick visual fixations (with no body motion at all) to
pursuits lasting several seconds.
Expulsions
We directly observed many particles expelled from the
mouths of fish after capture. However, despite our use of
modern high-definition cameras, video quality still
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limited our ability to visually confirm expulsions. Many
expulsions required repeated viewings in slow motion at
2.5x magnification, and in some cases, we could not see
the expelled particle at all. However, the motion characteristic of confirmed expulsions was distinctive—
opening and closing the mouth one time, approximately
1 s (range 0.5–3 s) after capture. For fish of which we
had superb views (those very close to the cameras and
well-illuminated against a dark, low-contrast background), this characteristic motion was almost always
associated with a visibly expelled particle. We therefore
considered observations of this motion to be indirect
observations of expulsion. However, a few indirectly
observed expulsions might have actually been
swallowing manipulations; likewise, some subtle expulsions may have been missed and reported as ingestions.
Both errors were probably rare and should partially
offset each other.
Ingestions
In straightforward observations of ingestions, particles
were clearly captured without expulsion or further manipulation. In other cases, fish repeatedly and irregularly
opened and closed their mouths after capture, as if manipulating an item to swallow. These manipulations very
rarely culminated in visible particle expulsions, so we
classified them as ingestions unless an expelled particle
was visible. We assumed all ingested items were prey, in
agreement with a concurrent diet study that found almost
no debris in the stomachs of juvenile Chinook salmon
from the same population (Gutierrez 2011).
Spatiotemporal measurements of foraging attempts
To measure the trajectories and elapsed times for different stages of each foraging attempt, we recorded
timecodes (to the nearest frame, i.e. 1/30 s) and 3-D
coordinates of fish position (measured at the tip of the
upper jaw) at multiple points of interest. Foraging attempts that occurred off-screen in one camera but
on-screen in another were used to calculate times but
not distances. Making the assumption that fish reacted to
items immediately upon detecting them, we recorded
detection positions in the frame immediately preceding
movement toward an item. We then recorded either
capture position (in the first frame with maximum
mouth gape during capture) or visual rejection position
(in the frame preceding a turn away from the item).
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When particles were captured and either expelled or
extensively manipulated for ingestion, we recorded the
end of involvement (the first frame of maximum mouth
gape during expulsion or the last of a series of manipulations for ingestion). These measurement conventions
conservatively estimated total involvement time for both
captures and inspections, effectively assuming that all
time before the first motion and after the maximum mouth
gape or shift of direction was available for searching for
other items. Use of conservative estimates seemed justified based on occasional observations of back-to-back
foraging attempts separated by less than 1/15 s.
For each foraging attempt measured as described
above, we calculated pursuit time, pursuit distance,
and pursuit speed based the difference between the
reaction position and the capture or visual rejection
position. We calculated the time to expel an item as
the elapsed time between capture and expulsion. We
calculated how far downstream the fish pursued the item
as the shortest distance from the capture position to a
plane passing through the detection position perpendicular to the mean current velocity vector. We estimated
detection distance under the assumptions that the trajectory of the particle followed the mean current velocity
vector through the foraging area, and that the particle
was at the fish’s position at the time of capture
(a valid assumption) or the time at which point the fish
turned away from it (only sometimes valid). From that
position, the particle’s position was back-calculated
along the mean velocity vector to the point in time at
which the fish first reacted; this was taken to be the
position of the particle at detection, and the distance
between this point and the fish’s position at detection
was taken to be the detection distance.

Statistical analysis
To describe the relative magnitude of variation in prey
capture outcomes among individuals within a group,
compared to variation across different groups (which
were each filmed on different dates, in different sites),
we used two logistic regressions with group and individual as nominal independent variables. One regression was performed on all discernable-outcome foraging
attempts, with capture as the dependent variable. The
other was performed on all captures, with ingestion as
the dependent variable. We reported results from deviance tables for these regressions, roughly analogous to
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sums of squares in ANOVA models for continuous
predictors.
To evaluate foraging attempt rate as a predictor of
ingestion rate, we replicated the way Biro et al. (1996)
and McLaughlin et al. (2000) used distribution-free
regression and correlation analysis (Hollander and
Wolfe 1999), because it is not strongly affected by the
part-whole correlation between ingestions (the “part”)
and total foraging attempts (the “whole” of which ingestions are a part) (Biro et al. 1996). We calculated
Kendall’s population correlation coefficient τ, a rank
comparison statistic with a value of 0 if foraging attempt
rate and ingestion rate are independent. This coefficient
determines the more easily interpreted distribution-free
parameter Y=(1+τ)/2, which represents the probability
that an individual fish with a higher attempt rate than

a

b

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.1

0
0
Proportion of foraging attempts

another individual also had a higher ingestion rate. A
value of Y=0.5 would indicate that attempt rate had no
value as a predictor of ingestion rate. To calculate the
slope and intercept of the relationship between foraging
attempt rate and ingestion rate, we used distribution-free
regression based on the Theil statistic C.
Additional statistics supported two minor points. We
used the Kruskall-Wallis test (Kutner et al. 2005) to determine whether the pursuit time (the time between reacting
to an item and capturing or visually rejecting it) differed
between all captures and all visual rejections on each date,
as might be expected if more convincingly prey-like items
elicit a response from a greater distance. Also, we used
standard, parametric linear regression to test the significance of a relationship between the daily means of foraging attempt rate and the time spent handling items.

5
10
15
Pursuit distance (cm)

0

c

d

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.1

0
0

5
10
15
Detection distance (cm)

0
0.0

e

f

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.1

0
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

Time to expel an item (s)

Fig. 2 Histograms for all measurement dates combined of a the
distance a fish moved during its reaction to an item, prior to capture
or visual rejection b distance from the detection point to the capture
or visual rejection point along the upstream-downstream axis (negative values mean the fish moved upstream to capture the item), c the

0
0

-5
0
5
10
Pursuit distance downstream (cm)

0.5

5

1.0
1.5
Pursuit time (s)

10

15

Pursuit speed (cm/s)

estimated distance of an item from the fish’s snout when it was
detected, under the assumption that reaction immediately followed
detection, d the time between a fish’s initial reaction to an item and
capturing or rejecting it, e the time to spit an item out after capturing
it, and f the pursuit distance divided by pursuit time
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a

143

116

110

338

b

130

21

80%

80 %

Foraging time

100 %

Foraging attempts

100 %

60%
40%
20%
0%

25

189

10

60 %
40 %
20 %
0%

Jun 11 Jun 28

c
Foraging attempts
by each individual

8

Jul 9 Aug 14 Sep 15

Jun 11 Jun 28

Jul 9 Aug 14 Sep 15

24 40 25 23 23 8

27 21 24 26 18

34 7 12 28 22 7

58 32 20 41 56 12 36 7 35 6 17 18

5 19 25 25 27 29

Jun 11

Jun 28

Jul 9

Aug 14

Sep 15

100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

Inspected

Expelled

Ingested

Searching

Fig. 3 Foraging effort categorized according to whether the item
was inspected and rejected, captured and expelled, or captured and
ingested. a All foraging attempts with clear outcomes by all fish were
combined for each date. b The total time spent on foraging attempts
with each outcome is shown as a percentage of total foraging time
observed for all fish. Searching time as used here includes all time
not spent pursuing or handling items, including any unmeasured time
allocated to competition or watching for predators. c The bars from

part a are subdivided by individual fish, for comparison of withingroup versus among-group variation. Foraging attempts with unclear
outcomes (fewer than 15 % of attempts on any date) were not
included here, and time spent on them (less than 1.5 % of total time
on any date) was proportionally allocated to the other attempt types
for comparison with searching time. Numbers above each bar indicate the number of foraging attempts observed (in a and c) and the
number of minutes observed for all fish combined (in b)

Results

qualitatively similar for all five groups of fish (Fig. 3a).
The probability of an attempt culminating in capture varied
to a similar degree within and among groups of fish
(logistic regression, N=837, deviance within groups =
44.1, deviance among groups = 41.9, residual deviance =
1030.4). The probability of ingestion following capture
varied more within groups than among groups (logistic
regression, N=514, deviance within groups = 39.5, deviance among groups = 8.9, residual deviance = 392.6).
The proportion of total foraging time spent pursuing
and manipulating items (percent handling time) ranged
between 4.5 % and 27.1 % for different groups of fish
(Table 2), and most of that time (3.5 % to 24.9 %) was
spent handling debris items that were inspected without
capture or captured and expelled (Fig. 3b). The mean
handling time per item was 1.16 s. This mean was fairly
consistent among groups (ranging from 0.94 to 1.29 s),
which implies that the large variation in overall percent
handling time resulted mostly from the large variation in
foraging attempt rate, with which the percent handling
time increased linearly (linear regression, R2 =0.86;
N=5; P=0.02).

We observed 35 fish on five separate dates making a total
of 930 foraging attempts, of which 837 had discernible
outcomes and 867 had usable 3-D spatial coordinates
(were not partially off-screen). Almost all foraging took
place in mid-water. Only seven attempts were directed
toward the surface, and three were aimed at benthic targets.
Fish moved only 4.4±3.1 cm (mean±standard deviation)
during foraging attempts (Fig. 2a), which terminated in
capture or visual rejection at a distance of 0.8±2.8 cm
downstream of the detection position (i.e., downstream of
a plane passing through the detection position perpendicular to the current direction) (Fig. 2b). Items were pursued
at a speed of 6.3±3.6 cm/s. Particles were detected from an
estimated distance of 6.3±3.7 cm, and 99 % of items were
detected within 17.1 cm (Fig. 2c).
Overall, fish captured 61 % of the items to which they
visibly reacted, and they ingested 15 % of the items they
captured. Combined, 9.4 % of all foraging attempts led to
ingestion, 52.0 % led to capture and expulsion, and 38.6 %
were inspections without capture. These results were
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Table 2 Fish attributes and foraging behavior for five groups of fish observed on separate dates
Jun 11

Jun 28

Jul 9

Aug 14

Sep 15

Overall

Number of fish observed

6

5

6

12

6

35

Fork lengtha, d (mm)

35.2±0.3

49.9±6.1

51.7±4.0

71.4±2.6

61.4±2.3

57.0±13.5
7.8±5.8

Foraging attemptsa, d (/ min)

9.0±3.9

16.1±2.7

6.3±4.9

2.2±0.9

12.4±3.1

Ingestionsa, d (/ min)

0.7±0.8

1.8±1.4

0.7±0.8

0.2±0.1

1.6±1.4

0.8±1.0

Time handling all itemsb, d (%)

12.3

24.9

8.7

4.5

27.1

14.0±10.5

Time handling debrisb, d (%)

11.3

21.4

6.7

3.5

24.9

12.1±9.3

Handling time per itema, e (s)

1.0±0.6

0.9±0.8

1.1±1.1

1.3±1.0

1.3±0.7

1.2±0.9

P(capture | attempt)a, c, e

0.58±0.15

0.68±0.15

0.37±0.12

0.63±0.11

0.77±0.09

0.61

P(ingestion | capture)a, c, e

0.14±0.12

0.16±0.10

0.29±0.28

0.14±0.08

0.16±0.10

0.15

a, c, e

P(ingestion | attempt)

0.08±0.06

0.11±0.07

0.11±0.11

0.09±0.06

0.13±0.09

0.094

Detection distance a, e (cm)

3.8±2.1

7.3±3.8

6.1±3.3

6.6±3.6

7.3±4.4

6.3±3.7

Nearest-neighbor distance a, d (cm)

7.4±2.7

16.7±6.2

22.3±8.7

10.6±4.0

16.9±8.4

15.1±8.0

a

Mean ± 1 standard deviation

b

Total percent of time observed

c

P(A | B) denotes the probability that event A occurred, given that event B did

d

For these rows, overall values are the mean and standard deviation of the values for all individual fish

e

For these rows, overall values are calculated across all foraging attempts

Subdividing handling time by activity shows that
foraging attempts with stages beyond the initial pursuit
contributed disproportionately to total percent handling
time. The overall time between reacting to an item and
capturing or visually rejecting it was 0.72± 0.34 s
(mean±standard deviation, Fig. 2d) and did not differ
significantly between captures and visual rejections

Ingestion rate (items /min)

15

10

5

0
0

5

10

15

Foraging attempt rate (items/min)

Fig. 4 Foraging attempt rate underestimates ingestion rate. A
solid line was fitted by distribution-free regression through data
points for all fish from all dates (circles), showing that ingestion
rate increased slowly but significantly with foraging attempt rate in
a highly variable relationship. If all foraging attempts were ingestions, the regression line would overlay the dotted line, which
represents a 1:1 relationship

(Kruskal-Wallis tests for each date individually,
P>0.25 in all cases). Expelling a captured item took
0.67±0.47 s (Fig. 2e), and the relatively rare events in
which an item was repeatedly manipulated prior to
assumed ingestion took 3.53±1.93 s. Handling time
did not appear to continue beyond the stages described
above, as might be expected if fish waited to resume
searching until they had returned to a focal position.
Instead, fish often began a new pursuit immediately
(within 1/15 s) following a rejection.
Foraging attempt rate was moderately related to ingestion rate across all fish combined (N=35). Kendall’s τ
was 0.553 (95 % C.I.: 0.358–0.748). The estimate of the
probability Y that, in comparing two fish, the fish with the
higher foraging attempt rate also had a higher ingestion
rate was 0.78 (0.68–0.87). The distribution-free regression line for foraging attempt rate as a predictor of ingestion rate had a shallow slope of 0.108 (0.072–0.150) and
an intercept of −0.019 (−0.249−0.060), indicating that
foraging attempt rate greatly underestimated ingestion
rate (Fig. 4).

Discussion
Under low-flow conditions in the clear-water Chena
River, drift-feeding juvenile Chinook salmon pursued
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and captured far more debris than prey. Some observed
groups spent enough time pursuing and processing debris
to substantially reduce their energy intake rates. Analysis
of deviance showed that the variation in debris pursuit
behavior among groups of fish filmed on different dates
(Fig. 3a) was smaller than the variation among individuals
within groups (Fig. 3c), which suggests that water velocity, water temperature, and fish size and age did not
greatly modulate the effect of debris within the range of
conditions represented in our observations. Although this
study was the first to measure a strong effect of debris on
drift-feeding fish in the wild, it is consistent with stillwater results (Biro et al. 1996; McLaughlin et al. 2000)
and with qualitative observations of failed foraging attempts by drift-feeding fish (Irvine and Northcote 1982;
Bachman 1984; Kiflawi and Genin 1997). Although debris effects likely vary among different streams, species,
life stages, and environmental conditions, our demonstration of strong effects in a clear-water river under low-flow
conditions suggests involvement with debris is often an
unavoidable part of the drift-feeding process. The observed magnitude and likely generality of debris effects
motivate consideration of the cognitive mechanisms underlying prey discrimination. In the section on attention
and signal detection, we discuss how these cognitive
concepts might form the foundation of new drift-feeding
models that explain important empirical results current
models either contradict or do not address.

(not attempt rate) as a predictor of ingestion rate for age-0
brook trout in a lake (Y=0.77; Biro et al. [1996]). These
results together suggest that foraging attempt rate and capture rate should be used cautiously, if at all, as predictors of
ingestion rate (i.e. indices of fitness) in both still and
flowing water.
Marked differences between our results and the abovecited still water studies are consistent with expected differences between the two habitats. Both still water studies
reported that fish ingested more than 90 % of items they
captured mid-water, but overall ingestion frequencies
were lower (46 % in a lake, 80 % in still pools) because
fewer items captured from the surface were ingested
(1 % in a lake, about 60 % in still pools). In our observations, which were almost all (830/837) mid-water, driftfeeding fish ingested far fewer—only 15 %—of the items
they captured. McLaughlin et al. (2000) also found that
brook trout were less likely to ingest a captured item if
they detected it while moving. This is consistent with our
observation of a much lower mid-water ingestion frequency in drift-feeding fish, because flowing water guarantees
motion between fish and prey. Further, drift-feeding fish
have less time to inspect each item before losing the
opportunity, and flowing water suspends more midwater debris that would quickly settle out of still water.

Foraging attempt rate as a predictor of ingestion rate

The proportion of total foraging time fish spent handling
debris (3.5 % to 24.9 %; Fig. 3b) corresponds to an equal
reduction in search time and energy intake rate, assuming
that search and handling are mutually exclusive activities.
This assumption appeared valid in our videos; fish almost
never changed course mid-pursuit to react to new items,
nor did they react to new items prior to expelling captured
items. The energy cost of maneuvering to intercept potential prey is higher than the cost of holding a steady position
(Hughes and Kelly 1996), so spending almost 25 % of all
foraging time engaged in such maneuvers could decrease
net energy intake beyond what would be expected from
lost time alone. The time spent handling debris is important to foraging models that incorporate the logic of
Holling’s (1959) disc equation, which predicts that energy
intake rate increases with prey encounter rate asymptotically, instead of linearly, because of handling time.
However, we have shown that total handling time can
depend more on debris encounters than prey encounters,
so debris can greatly influence this functional response.

We investigated two distinct aspects of the relationship
between foraging attempts and ingestion. First, we found
that foraging attempt rate (items/minute) was not a good
direct estimate of ingestion rate (items/minute). The shallow slope (0.108) of the regression line in Fig. 4 indicated
that attempt rate greatly overestimated ingestion rate, a fact
also reflected in the low frequency of ingestions (only 9 %)
among all foraging attempts.
The second distinct question was whether foraging attempt rate was sufficiently correlated with ingestion rate to
be a useful predictor, despite its overestimation. In pairwise
comparisons of all individual fish across all dates, the
individual with the higher foraging attempt rate also had a
higher ingestion rate with probability Y=0.78, corresponding to a value of Kendall’s population correlation coefficient τ=0.553. A similar result was reported for age-0
brook trout feeding in still-water streamside pools
(Y=0.76; [McLaughlin et al. 2000]), and for capture rate

Energy intake rate
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Spending a large percentage of time handling debris is
not necessarily an ineffective feeding strategy. Instead, it
can be a side effect of foraging in swifter current, which
may increase prey encounter rate to a degree that compensates for the time lost handling debris. Two of the
groups we studied (June 28 and September 15) exemplified this effect. They spent more time handling debris
than the others because they were feeding in faster water
(Table 1) and had higher overall foraging rates, which
also led to higher ingestion rates (Table 2). In this case,
debris did not eliminate the benefit of high overall encounter rate; it only reduced the potential benefit. This
reduction should be incorporated into models of energy
intake, which could overestimate energy intake by up to
33 % if they ignore debris handling time. Bioenergetics
models (e.g., Elliott and Hurley 1999) show that a difference of this magnitude in energy intake rate can make a
large difference in growth rate.
Generality of debris effects
The effects of debris on drift feeding persisted under
diverse conditions throughout the first summer of feeding
for fish between 35 and 75 mm fork length (Table 2);
debris likely affects most other drift-feeding fish, but to a
highly variable degree. We detected no evidence that fish
reacted to debris less often as they grew and gained
experience (i.e., on later sampling dates; Fig. 3a), contrasting with the finding of McLaughlin et al. (2000) that
larger brook trout within the 20- to 30-mm fork length
range were more likely than smaller fish in that range to
capture items they attacked and to ingest items they
captured. Their finding may reflect larger fish learning
to better discriminate prey without pursuit, developing
improved eyesight, more effectively pursuing evasive
prey, or any combination thereof. The absence of this
size-based relationship in our data, despite our observing
fish over a longer time period and size range, may reflect
limited statistical power to detect this relationship in
results dominated by larger sources of variation such as
water velocity; or it may reflect the greater difficulty of
discriminating prey while drift feeding compared to feeding in still water. Though encompassing a greater size
range than prior studies, our observations were confined
to young-of-the-year fish, and greater changes with size
may be evident in other species that drift feed for more
than one year.
In addition to visual and cognitive improvements
with size and experience, we might expect the
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distracting effect of debris to diminish for larger fish
that focus on larger prey, because larger debris is less
abundant and larger fish might easily ignore debris
smaller than their prey. However, larger fish often feed
in faster water and have greater reaction distances, both
of which may increase the debris encounter rate and
make prey discrimination more difficult. Even for large
trout feeding in water with extraordinarily scarce debris,
the drifting exuviae of insect prey may trigger enough
foraging attempts to substantially bias estimates of energy intake based on visual estimates of foraging attempt rate (John Hayes, Cawthron Institute, NZ, personal communication). The effect of debris on larger fish is
therefore an open and interesting question.
The propensity of fish to pursue debris might also be
increased by pressure from competitors. Pursued items
were often detected at distances greater than half the
mean distance between each fish and its nearest neighbor (Table 2), although not always in the direction of the
nearest neighbor. This partial overlap of detection volumes led to very rare conflicts (four total observed) in
which two fish pursued the same item simultaneously.
The rarity of these conflicts, and the similar frequency of
debris pursuits among groups with relatively large (i.e.
July 9) and small (i.e. June 11) nearest-neighbor distances, suggest that competition did not greatly influence debris pursuits in our observations. The decision of
whether or not to pursue each item was probably
pressured more by the risk of the item drifting out of
reach than by the risk of the item being captured by a
competitor. This tradeoff could change in other groups
with tighter spacing relative to individual reaction
distances.
Our finding that debris is important even under clear,
low-flow conditions suggests significant consequences
for drift-feeding fish when disturbances introduce more
debris. A high rate of debris pursuits was not detrimental
to fish in our study because it was a consequence of a
higher overall encounter rate in faster water, which also
increased prey encounters. However, some disturbance
events might increase debris without a proportional
increase in prey, reducing foraging success. In a concurrent diet study of our study population, juvenile
Chinook salmon had less food in their stomachs during
floods (Gutierrez 2011). Further, Chinook salmon recruitment in the Chena River is significantly worse for
year classes that experienced a high median flow during
the summer they spent in freshwater, and this effect was
not associated with extreme flood events (Neuswanger J,
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Wipfli MS, Rosenberger AE and Hughes NF, Measuring
fish and their habitats: Versatile 2-D and 3-D video techniques with user-friendly software (in preparation)). The
negative effects of prolonged, moderately high water on
primary productivity (Benson et al. 2013), foraging conditions (including debris density), or some combination
thereof may strongly influence recruitment in this system.
Limited attention and signal detection in drift feeding
The difficulty experienced by juvenile Chinook salmon
in discriminating prey from debris raises questions
about the cognitive process of visual attention that controls prey detection and discrimination. Experiments
have shown reduction in drift-feeding performance
when predation risk (Metcalfe et al. 1987), competition (Hazelton and Grossman 2009), or debris
(O'Brien and Showalter 1993) compete with food
for a fish’s visual attention. Here we discuss how
limited visual attention might influence the spatial
behavior and prey selection tactics of drift-feeding
fish and how an understanding of these effects
might help resolve recognized problems with current drift-feeding models.
Visual attention and the control of reaction volumes
Empirical observations about the relationship between
water velocity, reaction distance, and prey detection
probability are central to the predictions of energy intake
and habitat selection in drift-feeding models. Reaction
volumes narrow as water velocity increases (Hill and
Grossman 1993; O'Brien and Showalter 1993; Piccolo
et al. 2008a), and detection probability within the reaction volume decreases (Piccolo et al. 2008a; Hazelton
and Grossman 2009). When accurate representations of
these relationships are needed for specific applications,
they may be measured directly in the laboratory
(Grossman et al. 2002; Piccolo et al. 2008b). This empirical approach complements theoretical attempts to
predict and understand drift feeding more generally
using mechanistic models.
In one mechanistic model on which several others
have been based, Hughes and Dill (1990) reproduced
the relationship between velocity and reaction distance
using three restrictive geometric assumptions. Although
these assumptions were recognized as unrealistic from
the beginning, they were used for lack of plausible
alternatives. The model assumed that fish 1) detect prey
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as soon as it enters their reaction volume, 2) move to
intercept it at their maximum sustainable swimming
speed, and 3) cannot intercept it if the water velocity is
high enough to carry it downstream from their focal
point before they can reach it at that speed. Our results
corroborated others (e.g., Hughes et al. 2003) in falsifying all three assumptions. Drift-feeding fish 1) detected
prey at many distances and not just on the surface of a
reaction volume (Fig. 2c), 2) intercepted prey at varied
speeds (Fig. 2f), and 3) usually captured prey downstream of the point from which they reacted to it
(Fig. 2b). The consistent failure of the above model’s
assumptions to match empirical data suggests they do
not approximate the correct mechanism and a complete
replacement is warranted.
A preliminary replacement model developed by N.
Hughes and R. Dukas (unpublished manuscript), summarized by Dukas (2002), used a limit on spatial attention to
explain the narrowing of reaction volumes with increased
velocity in a manner consistent with several observations
that contradicted the previous model. It also explained
reduced detection probabilities with increased velocity,
and the narrowing of reaction volumes with increased
debris density observed in Arctic grayling by O'Brien
and Showalter (1993). In their model, discriminating prey
from debris was the most difficult (and therefore limiting)
part of the visual search for prey. This is consistent with
the “set size effect” observed in visual searches by
humans and other animals, in which the time required to
detect an inconspicuous target among distractors increases
linearly with the number of distractors (Wolfe 1998;
Nakayama and Martini 2011).
Our observations of frequent reactions to debris show
that the ideas Hughes and Dukas explored remain promising, and their work showed that understanding the effects
of debris could be critical for understanding the mechanisms underlying drift-feeding behavior. Some of this
understanding may already exist from the study of analogous problems using signal detection theory (Wickens
2001), which describes the tradeoffs in searching for a
signal amidst noise (e.g., prey amidst debris) and has
proven useful for studying foraging on cryptic (Staddon
and Gendron 1983), mimetic (Speed and Ruxton 2010),
and masquerading prey (Skelhorn et al. 2010).
Drift-feeding fish as signal detectors
Signal detection theory is easily adapted to describe the
tradeoffs in prey discrimination for drift-feeding fish
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(Grubb 2003). If some prey are visually indiscriminable
from some debris as perceived by fish, then fish cannot
detect all prey while rejecting all debris. They can accept
all items of both types, or none of either, but any
intermediate strategy involves pursuing the most preylike debris (false positives), overlooking the most
debris-like prey (missed detections), or both.
The discriminability of prey from debris depends on 1)
the mean difference in appearance between them, 2) variability in visual characteristics among items within each
type, 3) variability in how fish perceive each individual
item as it drifts and tumbles through a complex visual
field, and 4) the attributes of fish as signal receivers,
including both their innate characteristics (e.g., sensory
acuity and memory of prey appearance) and their behavioral allocation of time and attention. Fish might improve
discriminability by devoting more visual attention to foraging instead of monitoring potential predators or competitors. To reduce perceptual uncertainty, fish might spend
more time visually fixating on each item before pursuit,
perhaps even foraging in slower current to allow longer
fixations. Fish might also improve discriminability for
certain types of prey, at the expense of others, by tuning
their attention systems to respond more strongly to specific
visual characteristics (“feature-based attention”; Carrasco
2011). When discrimination is difficult, individual fish
might profitably focus feature-based attention on a single
prey type of desirable abundance, energetic value, or
conspicuousness, i.e., form a search image (Dukas and
Kamil 2001).
Regardless of their behavioral strategies for influencing discriminability, fish must also choose how discriminating to actually be—a threshold level of some visual
characteristic (or an analogous boundary for multiple
characteristics) above which items are considered preylike enough to pursue, and below which they are not.
The choice of a discrimination threshold reflects a
tradeoff between the costs of mistakenly pursuing debris
and the costs of failing to detect real prey.
The resolution of signal detection tradeoffs by juvenile
Chinook salmon in this study involved numerous false
positives and much time spent pursuing debris. However,
we qualitatively observed much more debris than the fish
actually pursued, so they were not completely undiscriminating. Some studies of larger salmonids observed the
opposite strategy—discriminating to the point that some
individuals ate only a single type of prey when many
others were available (Allen 1941; Bryan and Larkin
1972; Bisson 1978; Ringler 1979; Ringler 1985).
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Learning why drift-feeding fish resolve discrimination
tradeoffs in very different ways might help uncover the
mechanisms behind the wide variation in individual diets,
prey detection abilities, and other behaviors of driftfeeding fish. Abbott and Sherratt (2013) created a general
model applying signal detection theory to speed-accuracy
and attention allocation tradeoffs, including many of those
described above, and their work would be a useful starting
point for modeling specific to drift-feeding fish.
Implications for foraging experiments
Experimenters studying drift-feeding behavior should
be aware of the potentially integral role of debris in the
mechanisms governing the prey detection, energy budgets, and optimal foraging behavior of drift-feeding fish.
Experimental tanks with unnaturally debris-free water
might lack a factor central to the mechanisms that produce the behaviors of interest in the wild. Only O'Brien
and Showalter (1993) have added natural debris to tanks
for foraging experiments (as a treatment variable, with
multiple significant effects). Our observation of strong
debris effects under clear, low-flow conditions suggests
that some baseline level of debris might actually be the
natural “control” state to reproduce in experiments involving processes affected by debris. However, as noted
above, adding realistic debris would require more cautious interpretations of foraging attempts as indicators of
foraging success.

Conclusions
Drift-feeding juvenile Chinook salmon in the wild spent
most of their foraging time and attempts pursuing and
sampling debris items they did not ingest. The proportion of failed subsurface foraging attempts greatly
exceeded that observed in previous studies of stillwater brook trout; this is consistent with the greater
challenge of identifying drifting targets quickly. For
some fish, especially in fast water, drift feeding was an
almost continuous process of investigating and sampling debris in search of prey. This has direct theoretical
implications as a previously overlooked part of a driftfeeding fish’s time and energy budgets. It also provides
reasons to rethink drift feeding as a process in which
energy intake and optimal behavior are controlled not
only by physical limitations, but also by cognitive
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limitations on the use of visual attention for the signal
detection task of discriminating prey from debris.
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